The end of the e-mail with the results says for me: "Tests failed: 3" but I have looked through the e-mail about twenty times and for the life of me can only find two issues.

On number #9 and #20 I get the following:

timeout: the monitored command dumped core
./timelimit: line 20: 29464 Segmentation fault timeout $

As these issues occur in two very similar tests (10,000 unions test), I'm sure it's a common issue, but there is not a third occurrence of this in my results.

I have checked again and again but only see "Output matches exactly!"

I am just realizing as I check my results one last time, the test #22 simply does not exist on my results e-mail. There is no error or anything, it simply is not in my results, is this the issue?

EDIT: This issue has been "answered" on another thread, please ignore

---

I think there is a problem with Test 22. It seems to be skipped for many people, including me. It also happens to be the only test I "failed", and it doesn't show up in my email either.

---

I'm still trying to figure out why #22 failed silently for some people. Problems I've seen so far:

* setting the previous pointer of the head when the list goes empty

* not detecting removal of the tail element (incorrect index calculation)